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COLORS
1-24-14
HH) I accept your silence; prepare; to receive; I embolden you; I impart strength to all My
Body; increase is doubling and redoubling and redoubling; withstand; purple; My pleasure to
give you My seal; conserve; waste not; [ My vision became yellow;] wasted time; purple
again; decipher what I am showing you; know My colors; come testify; teach; [I kept
intermittently seeing purple] My purple, I approve, I approve;
4-08-14
L) what a washing; washing complete; entertain My thoughts; My instructions; deep thinking;
sufficiency; ( I saw purple with the Lord’s thumbprint in the lower right hand quadrant. Since I
had seen this several times before, I finally asked what it was.) My thumb
4-18-14
HH) ( I saw purple for an extended time) (I saw red; I saw red with purple fading in and out of
it;) My signs to you; pay attention; (I saw brilliant red that filled all of my vision even into the
peripheral for at least 30 seconds; I saw the same red for another 30 plus seconds;) much to
heed in My red; take it in; may it be a sign unto you; much, much, much happening; be not
afraid of My Red; enter into it; I AM there; one of My Power colors; come My sons and
daughters, I desire to covenant fully with you; fully, understand fully; in every way; ( I saw a
ripe wheat field and then a beautiful blue that turned into purple; I saw fiery intense red for an
extended time followed by) “interpret My colors”;
4-19-14
HH) My Well; I call you My Well; receive the facets of this name, My Chosen; yes, there are
many, many facets of being My Well; only the beginning; I am clothing you with many new
names; remember only receive from Me; purple; I call you White; therefore you shall be; (I
saw a beautiful blue that immediately turned to purple;) know My spectrum; My color wheel;
Spectrum: 1. The series of colored bands dispersed and arranged in the order of their respective wavelengths by
the passage of white light through a prism or other dispersing device and shading continuously from red (produced by
the longest wavelength visible) through violet (produced by the shortest): the six main colors of the spectrum are red,
orange, yellow, green blue, and violet, with a seventh color (indigo) sometimes specified, between blue and violet 2.
The intensity of and radiation or motion displaced as a function of frequency, or wavelength 3. An afterimage. 4. A
continuous range or entire extent [a wide spectrum of opinion]. 5a. RADIO SPECTRUM 5b. ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
SPECTRUM

4-21-14
HH) stay in My Glory; the White of My Glory; step not out of its bounds; purple; wave after
wave of purple; (I saw a large cluster of irregular shapes all bordered in Red;) know My colors;
My matching colors;
4-24-14
HH) (I saw more red; ) I enjoy giving you My strong red color; garner strength from it; ( I saw an
amazing pure white and then it turned red;) accept My gift of color; each has purpose; all I do
has purpose; deny it not; garner, garner, garner;
5-03-14
HH) I appreciate your efforts; (I saw red that was dancing as though it were on water that was
slightly moving;)

5-06-14
HH) Joyful, Joyful; full of Joy; full, understand?; so much ahead, be full of My Joy; full;
allow yourselves to be truly full of Me; of My Joy; let your Joy be full; (purple;) there is
healing in My song; ( purple;) Yes, My Purple; I give the blessings of My Purple; (My field of
vision was then completely filled with a most beautiful purple;) Solace; (Red;) one by one I
restore; restoration unto perfection; be thou renewed;
5-10-14
L) Hush now; My holy ones must hush; (purple w/ thumb) (He knew I wondered why I so
often saw His thumb in the purple) so you know My hand is in it; My right hand;
5-21-14
L) Rejoice and be Glad; blue turned to purple. I AM yours, you are Mine; [I saw blue with
His thumb on it twice] blood of My Blood; I deign it so; receive it; keep it in place; truth to
purify
6-20-14
HH) enter into forgiveness; deem it necessary; Purple; forgive the blinded; deep purple; must
know facets of forgiveness; know the depths of My forgiveness; [ saw a light shade of green]
new growth; [I asked for perfect roots for the new growth.] well spoken; My chosen must
operate in the depths of this realm; true, honest forgiveness;
7-11-14
HH) I held out my hands to lift silence. Immediately I felt the weight of the silence I was lifting.
I was like this for 5 or more minutes. All things have substance; I started to move to write
what He said. you can remember; As I continued to hold out the silence, I began to feel heat
coming from it onto my palms. After a bit I realized something was happening to my eyes and I
knew somehow it was connected to the silence I was holding and the heat it was producing.
You shall see; I continued to hold out the silence a bit longer. take it up slowly; I took it up
keeping my palms out flat and then extending them on up. He had me turn my hands so that the
palms were flat again only with the fingers pointing back instead of forward. I knew I was to
lower them back down now that His silence was mixed with mine. I didn’t know what to do
with it until my hands were down. He then showed me to place my hands on my head, which
surprised me. My whole field of vision was then purple. It’s hard to describe, but it was more
than my field of vision that was purple and it lasted a while. Now write; My Seal; your vision
has My Seal; carries My Seal;
7-16-14
HH) [I did and then saw purple.] blessings in My purple; over think not; follow My lead;
obey a must; without question; fret not, fret not; I know best; tell them; [Red] yes, My
Red; a sign of what’s coming;
8-14-14
HP) receive My seal; of approval; My Purple Seal; know I approve; know; let there be no
doubt; let it not in; [I saw a flash of white.] clean, pure; My saints
10-12-14
HH) (I kept seeing Red in the midst of His words and each time I closed my eyes.) (He
showed me to scoop up His words He'd given especially in the HH and lift them on up to
Him so I did.) My words are entering into your blood through your fingers; (I saw the
deepest Red square surrounded by white.) Red surrounded by white is Holy, is My
covenant; My promise to you; yes, breathe Me in; Our love is great;

3-11-15
HP) be prepared; Our Journey; (DDRT) Our Journey like nothing you've ever
experienced; (DDRT) (I asked what the deep, deep red meant.) I am
committed; (DDRT)

3-21-15
HH) (I saw red ball like shapes being formed and one then being in the palm of each of
my hands. The one in the left hand was slightly larger. They were about 1 1/2” in
diameter and then the one for my left enlarged to about 1 3/4” in diameter as it was
placed in my left hand.) (DDRT) share for the increase to begin; (DP in the shape of
a postage stamp) My seal/stamp of approval; (DDP-full vision) partake of Me,
partake of Me; (DDP) reach out; receive of the water of My words;

